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Diary Research
Catherine Smith
1. Introduction

Keeping a teaching diary has given
me invaluable insight in to my
teaching by focusing attention on my
teaching methodology and the
communicativeness of my classroom.
In this article I will describe the
framework I used to keep a diary and
both its positive and negative results.
At the time I began my diary study, my
teaching environment had changed
and I wanted to define how my
methodology was evolving
accordingly. Whilst I was able to
identify a change, in doing so I became
aware that my teaching was not as
communicative as I had hoped. Both
of these outcomes gave my teaching a
new direction and I would highly
recommend keeping a teaching diary
as a result.
2. The diary framework

I adopted a procedure outlined by
Bailey (1983, 1990) and referred to by
Nunan. Nunan states that Bailey
recommends: "a five stage procedure,
beginning with an account of the
diarist's personal learning history"
(N unan, 1992: 120). A diagram of the
five procedures is included in Nunan
(1989). After outlining the learning (or
in this case, teaching) history, the
diarist records their current teaching
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experience over a period of time and
then revises the journal for the public
version of the diary. The diarist then
studies the entries to look for patterns,
and in the final stage the observations
identified as important to the teaching
experie·nce are discussed.
McDonough (1994) notes Bailey's
(1990) distinction between writing a
diary and doing a diary study. A diary
is private, whilst a diary study is made
available to the public. As this was to
be a personal diary and not a diary
study, stage three of the process was
eliminated. It therefore became a four
stage procedure as outlined below:
i. An outline of the teaching
history, including a definition of
my teaching methodology;
ii. The recording of the diary for
three weeks;
iii.

Study of the diary for patterns;

1v.

Interpretation and discussion
of the patterns.

Stage 1

Writing out my teaching history
illustrated how many different
students and experiences that I had
had and how they had affected the
gradual realization of my teaching
methodology.
At the time of commencing my
diary, I summarised my methodology
as: " based on the communicative
approach and in line with Johnson
and Littlewood's (1984) description of
the 'skill learning model' as described
in Richards and Rodgers (1986). I
incorporate cognitive and behavioural
aspects into my lessons by setting the
students up with the grammatical
rules and social conventions
governing speech. These are then
practised in a communicative
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environment to make their speech
automatic and fluent." When starting
my diary, I was aware that whilst still
being based on the communicative
approach, my methodology had started
to change. I decided to use the diary to
investigate how it had changed, and,
as I claimed to base my teaching on the
communicative approach, I decided to
see how communicative my
classroom actually was.

Stage 2
Keeping the diary was enjoyable; it
helped to focus me after the lessons
and served as a reminder of ideas that
I wanted to· follow up in later classes.
However, there were difficulties
involved in the process itself: in
particular, a sense of audience and
time.
I found it hard to ignore the fact
that what had prompted me to keep
the diary was an assignment for an
MA course and so, on re-reading my
diary, I was aware that I was writing
for an audience. I used various quotes
and academic references influenced by
the course materials that I was reading
at the time of the entries. By
subconsciously writing for an
audience, the candidness and the
validity of my diary were all affected.
For example, in one entry when I was
questioning how much information to
give students before a task, there is
evidence of my attempts to 'prove'
that I was doing the course reading. I
quote Michael Swan: "Swan writes in
Part 2 of his Criticism of the
Communicative Approach that, 'it
may be best to deal with such problems
of form before students do
communicative work on notions or
functions in which they will have to
mix these structures with others."'
Having kept a diary since this initial
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study, whilst I might paraphrase
something that I have read, or make a
note to look for a relevant quote, I do
not copy out quotes in such a formal
manner.
The second difficulty was the time
lag between the class and the diary
entries. The diary is a retrospective
research tool, and, as N unan writes:
"Retrospection has been criticised by a
number of researchers (see, for
example, Nisbett & Wilson 1977) on
the grounds that the gap between the
event and the reporting will lead to
unreliable data" (Nunan, 1992: 124).
Being aware of this, I tried to complete
my diary as soon as possible after the
class, but this was usually twenty-four
to forty-eight hours later.

Stage 3
I analyzed the information to find
my current methodology by asking
only three questions: What methods
are influencing me? Do I set up my
activities according to my prior
definition of my methodology, that is,
in a Presentation, Practice, Production
(3P) manner? Is my class
communicative? For anyone thinking
of doing a diary study, I would suggest
more specific post analysis reflective
questions such as those suggested in
Richards and Lockhart (1994: 16-17). As
it stands, the internal reliability of my
diary was suspect due to the openness
of the question, "Is my class
communicative?" Another person
could find different results, according
to their definition of a communicative
classroom. Despite this, the patterns
that I found helped redefine my
classroom practice.

Stage 4
What I found was that my
methodology had become more task-
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based and process-oriented. Rather
than present the target of the lesson,
for example: grammatical rules,
functions, vocabulary, phonetics,
points for discussion, etc.; in the initial
stages of the lesson, I tried to give the
students tasks that would generate my
lesson's goals as they solved problems.
At the end of my study I redefined
my methodology as based on the
communicative approach with
students learning the language in a
task based manner while they solve
problems or complete projects. The
underlying influences on my practice
were Community Language Learning
(CLL) and the Natural Approach. For
example, in one entry I write: "The
students are beginning to reuse
phrases that they have searched for
during tasks. It reminds me of CLL
where the students are provided with
the language that they need to
complete their dialogue." My diary
confirmed that my teaching had
changed to a more process-oriented
methodology.
3. Implications

My diary showed that as a
consequence of having recently
adopted a more task-based lesson
structure, there were weaknesses in
my planning which affected the
communicativeness of the classroom.
For example, one entry recording a
communications class where the girls
were working on a drama production,
I wrote: "I was hoping that as they
decided on their parts, set up the scene,
etc., that a lot of outer language as
described by Willis (1987) would occur.
Unfortunately, this only happened
with the returnee students, as the
others reverted to the L 1." As a result
of keeping a diary I realized the need
to develop the nature of my tasks to

ensure that they produced more L2
communication.
4. Conclusion

Keeping a diary helped me to
redefine my teaching beliefs and
examine whether I "practise what I
preach," so to speak. It thereby gave
me pointers as to where my teaching
needed improvement and questions
that I needed to answer. The following
are questions from my diary that I am
still pondering: "I can keep students in
the L2 when I set up activities in a
controlled, 3P manner, but the
language is definitely Inner
Dependent. When I give them
independent tasks they use their L1 a
lot, but the language in the L2 tends to
be more Outer. How do I decrease the
use of the L1 in task based learning? Is
this important?"
A diary is an accessible way in which
to analyze and improve teaching
practice. It is also a way to ensure that
we do not get fixed in our ways to the
detriment of our teaching. The diary
enables us to spot strengths and
weaknesses in many areas of the
classroom, and identify questions and
areas for change. Keeping a diary is the
easy part, the questions it creates are
the challenge.
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